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“

Welcome to Gymna

Nursing home

The treatment- and examination couches from Gymna have been a familiar
concept in the medical profession for more than 35 years. The ergonomic design, the
high professional standard and the use of the very best materials ensure that the Gymna
couches have an unrivalled reputation worldwide.
Gymna stands for top quality, functionality, unique design and ease of use.

G2 series
The Gymna G2 examination- and treatment
couches seamlessly integrate with our traditional
values; an original and no-nonsense design with a
1st class finish and components.
Choose the model that is the perfect match for your
professional activities, and make use of the options
in order to fully personalise the couch.
Your Gymna G2 couch guarantees many years of
problem-free operation and is the most reliable
partner in your practice, day after day.

”

Pysiotherapy
Ergo therapy

Sports clubs
Wellness center

General physician

Spas

Sports physio
Skin care

G2 Duo
The basis for welcoming your
clients in a comfortable and
safe manner. Can be moved fully
downwards to chair height so that
getting on or getting off has never
been easier. The long back section
supports the sitting position,
so that your client is optimally
involved in the treatment.

0 - 80°

88 cm
117 cm

67 cm

Customised G2
Mobile
Your G2 couch can be equipped with a set of four
pivoting wheels. This enables the couch to be easily
moved for use at various locations. Also makes
cleaning extremely easy. When the wheels are not in
use, the G2 rests firmly on the special Elastolan®
anti-slip feet.

Autonomous
The hydraulic foot pump
ensures that you are
not reliant on the mains
power supply. So you can
adjust the height of the G2
anytime and anywhere.

G2 Duoplus

G2 Trio

Ideal solution for treatment and
massage in a lying position. The
head rest can be adjusted upwards
and downwards extremely easily
with a gas spring.

This is the real all-rounder of the
Gymna G2 series. With the adjustable
head- and back section, it is the
perfect combination for treatments
in sitting and lying position. Versatile
due to its simplicity.

The couch can be equipped with
armrests for optimal relaxation in
the prone position.
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Hygiene
Everyone likes to lie on a clean couch, and
paper towels are very suitable for this. The
roll holders can be mounted on the back section
or on the end of the feet , depending on the
couch that you choose. Roll holders are available
for paper rolls measuring 50 or 60 cm.

88 cm

70 cm

Ease of use
You no longer need to search for the switch! The
Gymna peripheral switch enables you to adjust the
height at all four sides of the couch. The system is
cleverly concealed and only requires minimal force to
operate. It does not protrude or obstruct anywhere
so accidental operation is ruled out (optimal safety).

Overview
G2 Duo

Cushions
The cushions are available in 11 colours.
The durable upholstery is fire-retardant,
blood- and urine-resistant and easy to
clean and disinfect.

G2 Duoplus

Electrical height adjustment with foot-operated switch

Technical data

Adjustable head section with gas spring
Adjustable back section with gas spring

Cushion dimensions: 		
Height adjustment: 		
Max. lifting capacity: 		
Weight of the couch: 		
Insulation class: 		
Apparatus classification:
Mains voltage: 		
			
Guarantee: 		
			

Suitable for use with patient lift 1)
Special anti-slip feet to prevent moving
Choice of 11 colours for upholstery 2)
Suitable for paper roll holder on back section

Style:

Suitable for paper roll holder on leg section
Gymna peripheral switch
Hand-operated switch

Carbon

Chrome

Pacific

Ivory

Hydraulic height adjustment
Wheels set with 4 pivoting wheels
Head-, or back section with face opening
Head section with adjustable armrests 3)

Sahara

Marble

Havana Terracotta

205 x 67 cm
50 – 100 cm
200 kg
approximately 80 kg
II
I
230 V~, 50/60 Hz, 2.0 A
120 V~, 60 Hz, 1.7 A
3 years
(upholstery 1 year)

The Gymna G2 series meets the essential
requirements of the Medical Devices Directive
of the European Commission (93/42/EEC).

Cushions in non-standard colour
Paper roll holder 50 cm

Fashion :

G2 Trio

Paper roll holder 60 cm
Terry-cloth covers (various colours)
Protective mat for feet

Atoll

Mandarin

Agave
= standard

1)

= optional

Manual control
Choose the andoperated
switch if you prefer
manual control of the
height adjustment.

	Clearance underneath chassis is 15 cm. Patient lift cannot be combined with Gymna peripheral
switch.

2)

The printed colors can only give an impression of the actual colors.

3)

Face opening always included.

Optimal support
You can add a face opening to the
G2 head section for best support
while lying face down. The option
includes a small cover cushion.

Comfort
Choose optional armrests for the G2 Duoplus
or Trio. They guarantee optimal relaxation
of the neck, shoulders and arms during
treatment while lying face down. Extremely
easy to adjust.

Gymna G2 series

“Gymna,
my best investment ever!”
Diathermy

Shockwave Therapy

Whole Body Vibration

Treatment Couches

Electrotherapy

Active Motion
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